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Abstract 
Nowadays there is an increase of discussion about the crisis that 

strikes the Arab world through its social and political repercussions. And 
perhaps the most prominent category that bears such difficulties is the 
intellectual because it is the only one on which socially we bet to specify 
the nature of the crisis that the Arab world bear as it is considered the 
only carrier and critics to the reality too the reality which is the 
fundamental bases of its existence and emergence. So this category is 
carrying a speech and its reality. At the same time this category falls 
under the responsibility to get out the crisis. That why this passage 
undertakes the main idea by an approach either the position or the posture 
of the Arabs intellectuals speech and its structure. However it is 
impossible to understand this speech without understanding and deep 
critics of the social frame which gives its emergence as a speech and also 
a dynamic nature and cultural stamp to the intellect production. Therefore 
we have to face the actual historical circumstances of the Arabs thoughts. 
and then elaborate an Arab thought and the appearance of the Arab 
intellectual by a comparison to different steps of this thought and the 
reality of the social and politics  crisis known by the Arabs which is in 
fact the origin  of the Arabs thought     

Keywords: The intellectual; Arabs thought; Arab reality ;speech; The Elite. 
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